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What we don't know

Information

We don't know, which information should be proceeded and with what

organs. What should happen with sense at that time? And does the length of life

depend on stuff we don't know or on stuff we know? What happens, if you know

too much?

Health

We know nothing about it. Where do we get it from and where does it go to?

We do not know genes that influence on our mood, if there are any mutations.

Should we sleep so long and what should we strive to. We have invented substitutes

to all organs, but people still claim on health. Even more than earlier. Everyone

wants to look younger and slimmer, but it does not work out.

The Weather

We do not know even in theory what the climate is made of and what the

temperature will be tomorrow. The models have collapsed. And the weather can

do whatever it wants it mocks on us. Global warming is not that evident, but it

takes trillions of money. Where does it leave to? Each winter is like the first one.

Each weather condition is to crop failure. It is even easier to get rid of harvest

and to start socket charging (meals will turn into cations and anions anyway).

Then why the intermediate links of pastures and wheat fields are needed? The

weather does not see that anyway!

Advertisement

Someone will destroy it one day due to despair. And human brains will get

cleaned that day. But still we will not know what to do with the excess of goods:

there will be more stores than apartments one day. Maybe we should give the

goods away and the store premises use for apartments?

Economics

This sector is even worse to understand. No one knows how good

companies arise and why their experience cannot be repeated. We know what


